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What is it to me? 
A learning environment and content hub, as well as a search engine and 
news source with immense potential. A tab open in every browser of 
mine. A collection of the undiscovered, and compilation of what the 
Internet has to offer. And finally, a community of creators, teachers, 
consumers, and friends. 
 
Reddit has immediate opportunity, massive potential, and their social 
media presences are the bottleneck. The public-facing implications are 
compelling. Campaigns will be risky, but newsworthy.  
 

Reddit is where social media and pop culture collide. 

Why Reddit? 



 

I’m going to dissect, analyze, and recommend 
strategies for the Reddit brand moving 

forward, specific to social media marketing. 

tl;dr 



Social Media Audit. 
Facebook, Pinterest, Twitter, Instagram  

 
 

YouTube, Snapchat, LinkedIn, Streaming & What’s Next. 



What I’m seeing: 
•  920,809 fans. 
•  16,752 People Talking About. 
•  385 Event subscribers. 
•  A serious amount of videos, just 

two playlists (Press, AMA). 
•  Unorganized photo albums. 
•  Mostly AMA, AskReddit, Reddit 

Gifts, Life Pro Tips, Movies, TIL, 
DIY, Videos, Pictures(and lots of 
cats, or course). 

•  Holiday graphics. 
•  #Redducate, #RedditHQ, and 

#Formative hashtags. 
•  Bit.ly tracking. 

What I’d like to see: 
•  5MM+ fans. 
•  Data-driven posts. 
•  The unexpected: 

Beyond the top of /r/all. 
•  User Generated Content: 

Capitalize on Photos Posted. 
•  Consistent use of hashtags. 
•  Conversation with followers. 
•  Facebook Live, use it – don’t 

abuse it: sparingly. 
•  Reddit 101 posts + deep dives 

in less followed sub Reddits. 
•  Snarky take on all other social. 
•  Showcase the community: 

Gift exchanges, fan + celebrity 
interactions, feel good stories, 
local Reddit pages, events, etc. 

www.facebook.com/reddit  



www.pinterest.com/reddit  

What I’m seeing: 
•  1.1K followers. 
•  Following 6. 
•  230 Pins on 8 boards: 

Aww (majority of posts) 
A New Challenger 
Approaches 
Fancy Follicles 
Home Décor 
AMAs: Quotables 
Advice Animals 
The Front Page 
WTF? 

What I’d like to see: 
•  1MM+ followers. 
•  Engaging, DIY boards. 
•  Reddit store. 
•  Boards related to: 

/r/Femalefashionadvice 
/r/Cosplay 
/r/Fitness 
/r/HealthyFood 
/r/EarthPorn 
/r/AmazonUnder25 
Reddit Gift exchange ideas 

•  Early user of Pinterest 
“Featured Collections” rollout. 



www.twitter.com/reddit  

What I’m seeing: 
•  393,512 followers. 
•  Following 639 - mostly subs 
•  0 Public Lists. 
•  Links to Reddit threads. 
•  Global reach and news.  
•  No posts from @upvoted. 
•  @Reddit_Ads has an 

opportunity to exceed 
@PandoraPulse for B2B. 

 

What I’d like to see: 
•  2MM+ followers. 
•  Conversations sparked. 
•  Posts outside of thread links: 

1. Celebrity @reddit mentions 
2. Highlight famous Redditors 
3. Books to read (/r/books) 
4. AMA requests - “reddit has 
spoken, come do an AMA?” 
5. Highlight Twitter subs 
(^Put in to segmented Lists) 

•  Breaking news - not just 
driving to the threads. 

•  Use Lists to automate 
outreach/discovery, and fuel 
growth. (IFTTT tool) 



www.instagram.com/reddit  

What I’m seeing: 
•  138,727 followers. 
•  Unverified account. 
•  519 posts.  
•  Redditor quotes overlaid on 

sub-themed design. 
•  Lots of Reddit branding. 
•  Lots of text in posts – 

screenshots taken from 
mobile? 

What I’d like to see: 
•  1MM+ followers. 
•  More weird and woah. 
•  Quick-tag posts.  

See @9gag & @fuckjerry 
•  Reshare UGC/fan images. 
•  AMA teaser videos. 
•  Bizarre, niche videos 

showcasing Reddit depth. 
•  Imagery tied to daily and 

weekly current events: facts, 
rare pictures, history, etc. 



www.youtube.com/user/reddit 

What I’m seeing: 
•  113,096 subscribers. 
•  127 videos. 
•  Banner promoting Reddit 

Originals. 
•  One Featured Channel:  

Alexis Ohanian 
•  Mostly AMAs. 
•  Old, unorganized Playlists. 
•  Major viewership and 

popularity behind “Try not to 
laugh” series. 

What I’d like to see: 
•  5MM+ subscribers. 
•  Eventual push to Reddit app for /

r/Video, or standalone video 
app. 

•  Opportunity to add more 
Featured Channels. 

•  Expand content to include DIY, 
UGC, Beauty, Best of /r/videos 
and more. 

•  Capitalize on UGC, mine search 
result content: Top 15 creepiest 
stories, try not to laugh, etc. 

•  More consistent videos over 1MM 
views. 

•  Be early adopter of Google’s 
Material Design rollout. 



@reddithq 

What I’m seeing: 
•  Plan being built. @Reddit 

username taken.  
•  Snapping office scenes, 

celebrity appearances, AMAs, 
and behind-the-scenes. 

•  Pos cadence varies heavily by 
occasion. 

What I’d like to see: 
•  A clear strategy. Still early. 
•  “You gotta check out what’s 

going on on the reddit 
snapchat.” 

•  Exclusive, curated behind-the-
scenes with talent personalities, 
Reddit operations. 

•  Account takeovers, handing off 
to various redditors, AMA, 
celebrities, Alexis, etc. 

•  When ready, integrate snapcode 
on other social channels to 
promote. 

•  Creative use of geofilters around 
national events. 

•  Potential Discover station. 
•  Advertise on Snapchat’s 

Olympics coverage (for 
example) with push to 
reddit.com for greater coverage. 



www.linkedin.com/company/150573 

What I’m seeing: 
•  12,426 followers. 
•  162 employees on LinkedIn. 
•  Using primarily for Career 

postings, some events 
(SXSW, Super Bowl), AMAs. 

•  No cover photo, no 
“Specialties,” no HQ 
Address. 

 

What I’d like to see: 
•  100,000+ followers. 
•  Utilize Team Amplify and the 

~100 employees for pushing 
content, news, and B2B 
sales activities. 

•  Opportunity to make Reddit 
“a real business” here, 
showcasing to the 
professional community the 
business-related content 
and conversations. 

•  Showcase Reddit as a place 
to learn, sell, and connect 
professionally. 



LIVE 
+ 

NEXT 

Thoughts: 
•  Reactive à Proactive approach. 

1) Not capturing username, again - www.younow.com/REDDIT 
2) Following trends as opposed to setting trends. 
3) Mine Reddit community to thoughtfully expand to new 
medias. 

•  Feed younger demographics with need to engage idols, 
celebrities, via interviews and quick, streaming conversations. 

•  Experiment to find niches, hitting massive audiences. 
•  Ownership – be proud of success (promote across social to tell 

redditors), own the losses (channels not working out, shut it 
down), snag vanity URLs on day one. 

•  Leadership – truly be “of the Internet,” showing other brands 
how to experiment w/o spreading too thin. Lead by example, 
with transparency in decisions and happenings. 

•  Keep it simple – utilize UGC, and the power of the community, 
to battle content/creation issues in-house. 



STRENGTHS 
WEAKNESSES 

OPPORTUNITIES 
THREATS 



•  Originator of viral content commonly 
shared on other social platforms. 
(Mashable, news outlets, etc.) 

•  Community size: 500K+ (& growing) 
proud Redditors. Believe in brand, 
mission, and powerful “wisdom of the 
crowds” mob. Power users. 

•  Search engine functionality: 
Different ways to search, filter results. 

•  Bookmark content all in one place. 
•  Minimalist feel. 
•  Increasingly mobile. App! 
•  Space for creators: 

DIY, sports highlights, recipes, fitness, 
memes/GIFs, social media tips, etc.) 

STRENGTHS 



Boom. The numbers are on our side.  
A marketer’s dream: untapped community, 
influencer programs, advertising, content, 
gifting, product releases, feedback, trailers, … 
so much potential. 

STRENGTHS 



•  Community of skeptics. They’ll call 
you out. 

•  Upvoted existence and 
collaboration, causing confusion. 

•  Different user experience, barrier for 
some. 

•  Advertisers don’t understand the site. 
•  Lack of community and strategy on 

Facebook page: 

WEAKNESSES 



•  Ad-central. Seamlessly introduce global 
companies to highly targeted communities. 

•  Reddit 101, basics: Give people tools they 
need to browse. Enhancement Suite. Quick 
video explaining interface and how to sort. 

•  To grow across all channels and increase 
awareness, continue with promoted posts & 
advertisements. Continue showcasing 
celebrity engagements. 

•  Push subscribers to Upvoted Weekly. 
•  Innovate. With Reddit’s clout, media 

companies will open new doors for us to 
partner and experiment. 

•  Collaborate – Formative with Google. 
•  Build out Reddit Gold features, create 

sustainable demand. 
•  Slack bot? See how some are using it: 

https://ifttt.com/connect/reddit/slack  

OPPORTUNITES 



•  Losing consumer interest, or trust. 
•  Brands optimizing engagement across 

other, known channels. 
•  Falling behind the curve on social 

channels, esp. new medias. 
•  Acknowledged by the world’s most 

powerful as a true-seeking missile. How 
will they fight back? 
(Hillary PAC spending $1MM to correct comments) 

•  The competition: Need to closely 
follow industry activity to stay ahead 
of the curve.  
 
Pinterest, on global expansion:  
“Building the world’s catalog of ideas for every 
interest requires deep empathy with people all 
around the world.“ (Evan Sharp) 

THREATS 



•  Sysomos: Social listening and intelligence. 
•  Percolate: All-in-one management. 
•  Cyfe: All-in-one management. 
•  Cision: Data and analytics. 
•  Meltwater: Media monitoring. 
•  Brandwatch: Social listening. 
•  Insightpool: Twitter engagement optimization. 
•  InkyBee / IZEA: Influencer activations. 
•  NUVI: Data visualization. 
•  Social Clout: Sentiment & competitive analysis. 
•  SecureMySocial: Protection from employee online legal 

violations, leaks, reputation. 
•  All for example purposes. Tools vary on needs, social 

media teams’ skills, access to developers, etc. 

TOOLS 



Thank you for your time. 
Seriously. 

	



Steffan Pedersen 
Social Media Specialist 
steffanjpedersen@gmail.com  
linkedin.com/in/steffanpedersen 
770.722.8182 



creddits 
1.  /r/dailydraw Snoo (Reddit Blog): http://www.redditblog.com/2013/06/whats-snoo.html  
2.  /r/longboaring Snoo (Reddit Blog): http://www.redditblog.com/2013/06/whats-snoo.html  
3.  /r/MECoOP Snoow (Reddit Blog): http://www.redditblog.com/2013/06/whats-snoo.html  
4.  Original Snoo (clker): http://www.clker.com/clipart-179212.html  
5.  Phone Snoo (Opportunity): http://www.macronshow.com/ 
6.  Pizza Snoo: http://randomactsofpizza.com/info.html 
7.  Lock Snoo: https://www.reddit.com/r/alienth/  
8.  Waving Snoo (research.net): https://www.research.net/r/legaladvice_2015  

9.  Redditing Snoo (mislettit.com): https://www.misleddit.com/p/1l76ra/ 
10.  Facebook & Twitter logo: http://www.kodephreak.com/portfolio/ 
11.  Pinterest Logo: https://www.iconfinder.com/icons/194917/pinterest_social_media_icon  

12.  Instagram logo: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Black_Instagram_icon.svg 
13.  YouTube logo: https://www.spreadshirt.com/youtube-style-play-button-A16397474  

14.  Snapchat logo: https://www.iconfinder.com/search/?q=snapchat  
15.  King snoo: http://credit-to-reddit.tumblr.com/  
16.  Tank Snoo: https://www.reddit.com/r/WorldofTanks/comments/39h53v/contest_subreddit_logo_snoo_design_competition/  

17.  Pinterest buys Curator App: http://www.wsj.com/articles/pinterest-buys-design-app-curator-1461258059  
18.  Pinterest featured collections: https://www.yahoo.com/tech/pinterest-rolls-featured-collections-trend-boards-075320554.html  

19.  Hillary correcting comments: 
http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2016/04/21/hillary-pac-spends-1-million-to-correct-commenters-on-reddit-and-
facebook.html  

20.  LinkedIn logo: http://www.danasrhj.top/linkedin-logo-png-white/  
21.  Consulted a few friends: Matt McLaren, Max Carlquist, Drew Steunkel, Adam Naide. 


